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Introduction

3110: Oligotrophic waters containing very few minerals 
of sandy plains (Littorelletalia uniflorae)

On sloping shores of small (usually a few hectares) and 
shallow lakes; low alkalinity; isoetid flora like Isoetes and 

Lobelia.

3160: Natural dystrophic lakes and ponds

Very small lakes and ombrotrophic bog ponds; highly 
acidic brownish waters; poorer macrophytes richness, 

dominated by Sphagnum.
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Methods
24 lakes and ponds from 3 sites in two SACs (Connemara Bog 

Complex; Owenduff/Nephin)

Monthly sampling for 12 months
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Results
PCA

BLUE → Potential 3110
BROWN →Potential 3160
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Conclusions

Preliminary data on water chemistry suggest small differences when the 
two potential habitat categories are considered

Main parameters driving these are Colour/fDOM; pH/alkalinity and 
ions/conductivity.

PCA confirms this variation and especially on a regional scale 

Further analysis is required to describe the patterns and the data spectrum
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